CMiC FIELD:

EMPOWER THE FIELD
WITH TOTAL VISIBILITY
CMiC Field enables you to complete
complex projects with tightly managed
costs and timeframes. As a component of
CMiC Enterprise, CMiC Field can be
deployed as a standalone solution to
manage all aspects of your firm’s project
delivery operations.
Specifically, it allows your company to
seamlessly collaborate with all project
stakeholders, control change
management, manage the supply chain of
subcontractors and material suppliers,
simplify the bid process, and manage
documents — all in real time.
CMiC Field optimizes forecasting and
resource planning with its financial
underpinnings, providing verified costs for
every transaction source. CMiC software
can be deployed as an on-premise
platform, as a platform as a service (PaaS),
or in a SaaS deployed Cloud environment.

CMiC ENTERPRISE
The Complete Solution

FINANCIALS

HUMAN CAPITAL
MGMT

ASSET MGMT

CMiC FIELD + MOBILE

The Field Solution for the Unified Enterprise

PROJECT MGMT (Admin)
• COMMUNICATIONS
• DRAWING MGMT
• BID MGMT
• SC CONTRACT MGMT

PROJECT CONTROLS
• JOB COSTING
• JOB BILLING
• CHANGE MGMT
• SUBCONTRATOR MGMT

ENTERPRISE CONTENT MGMT
• WORKFLOW
• IMAGING
• DASHBOARD (BI)

ENTERPRISE PLANNING
• RESOURCE PLANNING
• OPPORTUNITY MGMT
• SCHEDULING
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A SINGLE SOURCE
OF TRUTH
It is essential for construction
firms to unify functional silos
and manage their total
business, from accounting and
budgeting to project delivery
and resource management.

A truly strategic field solution won’t just enable your employees to work efficiently in the
field. It will also set the stage for future growth and expansion—at little to no added
overhead cost—by sharing the same platform with your company’s resource planning and
financial systems.
The benefits of an enterprise-level, single database platform extend beyond data conflicts.
A system that captures and organizes data from every department in the same way allows
your leadership team to draw richer insights from all data—in real time.
When your team can successfully complete critical business functions as the number of
projects expands, your organization can grow without the traditional burdens of scale.
Having more data doesn’t slow down your ability to analyze it; it only makes your data more
robust and your analyses more insightful.
Ask an expert and determine your solution today!
CMiC delivers the most comprehensive and advanced enterprise and field operations solutions for construction
and capital projects companies. CMiC’s powerful software transforms how firms optimize productivity, minimize
risk and drive growth by planning and managing all financials, projects, resources, and content assets—all from
a single database platform.
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